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Levantine Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 
  

Woman: We teach courses to our students on computer[s] … ah … especially for blind students 
by using computers with sounds … ah … this allows a blind student to use a computer, just like 
any other student. A normal student uses a keyboard, and so does a blind student but via hearing. 
 
… ah … we provided, certainly, the computer for blind students. It does cost so much, but it’s 
not found in all the schools, but we were able to provide it to a simple [small] number of schools 
based on location; I mean, if a school has the biggest number of blind students or is surrounded 
by schools with blind students, we would grant them computers in order for them to use it and … 
ah … work. 
 
Also … there is … for example, there are social cases with, for instance, a bad financial situation 
where students need to use lenses, sorry, to use medical hearing devices. Medical hearing 
devices are expensive. Some devices cost up to $1000 or $2000 per a device for a single ear, 
especially because there are female hearing devices (for female students), which are hidden. Of 
course, everything has its own expenses. So we also go to agencies to support us, to provide 
these devices to those female and male students.     
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